Watson Works
Work safe, work smart and
guard the health, safety and
productivity of your people in
a changing workplace.
Explore the solution

Watson Works™ is a set of products, available today, to help you return to the workplace. It embeds Watson AI
models and applications and provides the essential insights to support critical functions and keep people safe,
confident and more secure. With Watson Works you can:
! Put employee trust and safety at the center of your strategy
Enable employees to assess their ability to come to the workplace, reserve safe and compliant spaces, ensure
healthy interactions, and request appropriate services to stay safe and productive.
! Empower your organization to manage through disruption with confidence
Give your organization the data to monitor and manage risk levels, adhere to new policies and guidelines, optimize
space in your facilities and monitor occupancy. Track critical assets to ensure that they’re available when needed.

Choose from flexible entry points to fit your unique needs:

Re-entry and facilities
management
Use data to decide how and when
to return to the workplace.

Workplace safety
Monitor your facilities to help guard
employee safety.

Contact tracing and
care management
Responsibly trace exposures and
help employees access services.

" Assess employee health status +
overall location risk
" Create space plans and monitor
occupancy to support social
distancing
" Provide workplace services for
employees where and when they
need them
" Manage new maintenance/
cleaning protocols and capital
projects

" Ensure new protocols and
procedures are being followed
by monitoring spaces and setting
appropriate thresholds
" Monitor for appropriate use of
PPE such as masks, and monitor
for elevated body temperature
" Make informed safety decisions
and take action based on
analytical insights

" Mitigate the spread of infection
through high-touch contact
tracing
" Integrate external data sources
to help contact tracers quickly
identify exposures
" Deliver streamlined case
management
" Connect employees to medical
benefits and social services
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